**UNCLASSIFIED**

**DNI Production Workload Statistics Report With Case Listing**

**UNCLASSIFIED**

**Reporting Period:** 4/1/2022 to 5/1/2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Case Subject</th>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Open Initial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-2022-00192</td>
<td>REQUESTING ALL DOCUMENTS/MEDIA (E.G. WORD/PDF FILES, SLIDESHOWS, POWERPOINTS, PICTURES, VIDEOS, EMAILS, REPORTS, ETC.) AS WELL AS ANY CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ODNI AND CONGRESS RELATED TO THIS SPECIFIC UPDATE TO CONGRESS AS COMMMITTED TO BY THE ODNI. WHEN ODNI PUBLISHED THEIR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF UFOS/UAP, TITLED &quot;PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT: UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA&quot;, ON JUNE 25, 2021 THEY COMMITTED TO UPDATE CONGRESS IN 90 DAYS.</td>
<td>KHAN, SAKLAIN</td>
<td>04/08/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2022-00193</td>
<td>REQUEST A DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW OF THE 2008 REPORT, NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE FOR U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS BY 2030, NOT THE TESTIMONY ABOUT THIS REPORT BY DR. THOMAS FINGAR BEFORE THE HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON</td>
<td>HARVEY, CLAIRE</td>
<td>04/08/2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTELLIGENCE IN JUNE 2008.

REQUEST A COPY OF, AND DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW OF AS NECESSARY, ANY FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT DECISIONS, ORDERS, AND OPINIONS REGARDING THE "COURT APPROVED" RUSSIAN BOTNET MITIGATION AND REMOVAL OPERATION DISCLOSED ON APRIL 6, 2022, BY THE F.B.I. DIRECTOR, CHRISTOPHER WRAY, ALONG WITH THE DOJ APPLICATION SEEKING THE ORDER OR ORDERS AND ANY SUBMISSION BY AN AMICUS CURIAE IF ONE WAS APPOINTED IN THIS PROCEEDING, I REQUEST THE SAME MATERIALS FROM THE FISCR, IF THERE WAS ANY LITIGATION REGARDING THIS MATTER BEFORE THAT BODY.


REQUEST ANY AND ALL INFORMATION, MEMORANDUM, VIDEO, REPORTS, COMMUNICATIONS, ANALYSIS AND CATALOGS RELATING TO THE CASES, REPORTS AND SIGHTINGS ANALYZED AND THOSE THAT ARE CURRENTLY BEING ANALYZED BY THE UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA (UAP) TASK FORCE (UAPTF).

REQUEST, THE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY CENTER ANNUAL REPORTS TO CONGRESS ABOUT THE UNITED FRONT WORK DEPARTMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, INCLUDING UNCLASSIFIED VERSIONS.

REQUEST ANY AND ALL RECORDS CLASSIFIED: TOP SECRET, SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL OR UNCLASSIFIED THAT ARE ON THE 2021 BREACH OF T-MOBILE USA WHICH WAS WIDELY REPORTED BY THE MEDIA.

REQUEST A LIST OF MEMBERS AND PARTICIPANTS OF THE "UAP TF ADVISORY PANEL," ALSO KNOWN AS UAP TASK FORCE ADVISORY PANEL, UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL PHENOMENA TASK FORCE ADVISORY PANEL, AND SIMILAR TERMS. THE "UAP TF ADVISORY PANEL" WAS SPECIFICALLY REFERENCED IN A JUNE 9, 2021, EMAIL FROM THOMAS B. BOWMAN TO NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE DIRECTOR CHRISTOPHER SCOLESE AND RELEASED IN NRO FOIA CASE F-2021-00164.


REQUEST ALL UNCLASSIFIED POSTS MADE TO THE INTERNAL ECHIRP.
PLATFORM ON JANUARY 6, 2021.


DF-2022-00212 REQUESTING A COPY OF PRESIDENT BIDENS EXECUTIVE ORDER ON THE GET OUT AND VOTE INITIATIVE SENT TO ALL FEDERAL BUREAUCRACIES IN 2020 AND 2021  SHAVER, KIMBERLY 04/28/2022

DF-2022-00213 REQUEST A COPY OF ASSESSMENT: DHS SECRETARY ALEJANDRO MAYORKAS REFERENCED IN MARCH 2021 ASSESSMENT CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER (NCTC) ABOUT DOMESTIC VIOLENT EXTREMISM. IN HIS OPENING STATEMENT AT A HOUSE HOMELAND SECURITY COMMITTEE HEARING TODAY,  SILVA, KEN 04/28/2022